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SPECIAL MARKET UPDATE 11-7-16
Dear Investors
As I expected the markets have begun to ramp. While we will see day-to-day gyrations going it
appears that a low has been established. The bears simply couldn’t get it done.
With that in mind, I expect we’ll be seeing a strong move upwards in risk assets as the
$USD plunges. Gold and inflation hedges such as the ones we already own will lead
(albeit with considerable volatility) followed by those stocks that are related to these
areas.
With that in mind we’re opening a number of new positions.
The first play is in a China ETF (ASHR). I prefer this to individual China plays because it
diversifies accounting risk (China is still behind in terms of accounting standards).

Few places on the planet benefit more from a weak $USD than China. With the $USD falling
hard in the coming months, ASHR will be moving sharply higher, likely to 30 if not 34.
Action to Take: Buy the China ETF (ASHR)
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Another place that will do well going forward is Brazil. In Particular, I’m interested in Brazilian
commodity plays like Gerdau (GGB)
GGB is a steel and iron manufacturer in Brazil. The company has been getting crushed by the
higher $USD (pushing the Brazilian Real down) as well as lower steel and iron prices.
With the $USD falling now and Brazil finally beginning to turn a corner, GGB should be
exploding higher. The company is valued at an Enterprise Value to EBITDA of 8 and a Price to
Operating Cash Flow of less than 3!!!
The chart is massively bullish too. We’ve got a confirmed breakout of one of the largest bullish
falling wedges I’ve ever seen.

Action to Take: Buy Gerdau (GGB)
Copper is also breaking out to the upside. I think the metal will be at $2.50 in the next six
months.
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With that in mind, we’re buying the breakout in Copper Miners ETF (COPX).
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Action to Take: Buy the Copper Mining ETF (COPX).
On a final note, we’re closing a number of our remaining short plays. I had hoped the market
would sell off harder, but the market isn’t going to give us that opportunity. So we’re closing
out the following three Shorts.
Action to Take: Cover your Rio Tinto (RIO) Short.
Action to Take: Cover your European Financials (EUFN) Short.
Action to Take: Cover your Credit Suisse (CS) Short.
I’m watching the markets closely and will issue updates as needed. Barring any new
developments, I’ll touch base with you later this week in our usual weekly market update.
Until then…
Best Regards,

Chief Market Strategist
Phoenix Capital Research
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